A review of vision screening methods for children

Background: What constitutes an appropriate vision screening protocol is controversial, because the tests or methods are expected to be cost-effective, expedient and easy but efficient in detecting visual anomalies among children.

Aim: This review intends to compare the different vision screening tests for children and methods in the interest of identifying the most effective screening method from the standpoint of validity, public acceptance, expediency and cost.

Method: The literature search was performed for this review using the Medline, Science Direct and EBSCOhost databases. The search terms used were vision screening methods or tests, children’s vision screenings, computer software programs and vision screening instruments. The inclusion criteria for the articles reviewed were all types of articles related to vision screening methods. The exclusion criteria were all articles for which full text was not available and those not available in English. Eighty articles were analysed, of which 33 were found to have complied with the inclusion criteria and were selected. From the first round of articles retrieved, additional references were identified by a manual search among the cited references.

Results: Evidence from the literature reviewed demonstrated that the conventional vision screening method (isolated and combination tests) is the method commonly used to detect a range of relevant visual anomalies among the schoolgoing age group (≥ 6 years) and drew attention to the need for training of vision screening personnel. However, in addition to the conventional method, other vision screening methods include instruments as an adjunct for screening preschoolers and those difficult to screen (≤ 6 years).

Conclusion: Inconsistencies in what constitutes an appropriate vision screening method still exist, especially with the booming market of using computer software programs, which still needs to be validated.

Definition of vision screening

Friis and Sellers defined ‘screening’ as a presumptive method used to identify unrecognised disease or defects by applying rapid tests or procedures. The screening tests are not diagnostic and thus individuals with a positive test are usually referred for a diagnostic evaluation to confirm the presence or absence of disease. Vision screenings are meant to identify children for whom reduced vision is a significant problem and not to detect all cases with subnormal function to avoid unnecessary referrals of ‘normal’ children.

In a position statement by the Australian Optometrists Association on vision screenings, it is stated that the screenings must involve testing for a particular condition in a population not defined by symptomatology. In reviewing the vision screening programme on children aged 4–5 years old for the United Kingdom National Screening Committee, it was agreed that although screening is a process of identifying apparently healthy people at risk of a disease, those identified with defects or diseases should be offered information for further comprehensive diagnostic tests to be undertaken in order to reduce the risk of complications that may later arise. School vision screening is further defined by its principal objective, which is to detect children with vision problems, or potential vision problems likely to affect physiological or perceptual processes of vision, and to find those who have vision problems that might interfere with performance in school.

Purpose of vision screening

The focus of most vision screening protocols is to detect amblyopia, strabismus and refractive errors (especially myopia and anisometropia). However, the risk factors for the development of
amblyopia and strabismus, such as uncorrected hyperopia, convergence and accommodative dysfunctions, are largely overlooked when vision screening methods are considered in most vision screening programmes. The purpose of conducting vision screenings in children is twofold. The first objective for conducting the vision screenings in young children (≤ 6 years) is to detect visual impairments, namely amblyopia, strabismus and ocular pathology, detected by conducting the objective tests. Early identification of these visual or ocular anomalies is reported to lead to successful treatment because of the plasticity of the visual system at that age. The second objective is related to academic performance of children, and this requires both objective and subjective tests to detect the visual anomalies related to learning.

Vision anomalies among children of schoolgoing age such as visual efficiency and motor processing skills limit learning performance and career opportunities available to them. The screening programmes measuring distance visual acuity (VA) only were criticised for not measuring visual function at near, arguably the visual skills related to reading and writing. Therefore, the evaluation of VA only among children of schoolgoing age was found to likely lead to the non-detection of other visual deficiencies such as refractive errors (latent hyperopia and astigmatism), poor ocular motilities, accommodative and convergence dysfunctions that can contribute towards poor academic performance.

**Vision screening tests and methods**

The screening tests are expected to be simple, rapid, inexpensive, safe and acceptable. The utilisation of valid and reliable test batteries is fundamental to successful implementation of the screening programme. Therefore, the tests to be included in the screening programme should be appropriate for the age of the children in order to be able to detect the target condition based on the epidemiological data. Several recommendations have been made regarding the constitution of appropriate vision screenings by the National Society for the Prevention of Blindness. This includes observation (appearance, behaviour and complaint signs), stereopsis testing and distance vision measurements. The validity of including tests investigating binocular vision disorders, accommodative dysfunctions and poor ocular motilities when vision screenings in children are conducted is questioned. This is because only professionally trained eye-care providers such as optometrists can accurately conduct the tests investigating the aforementioned visual anomalies.

There are numerous conventional vision screening methods, which include measurements of VA, combination tests including evaluations of VA combined with stereo, Hirschberg, cover test and nearpoint of convergence (NPC); modified clinical techniques (MCT) and the New York State Optometric Association (NYSOA) battery of tests. There are also other methods of vision screening available on the market such as optical instruments (Keystone Telebinocular, Tiltus, Optec series, auto-refractors), computer software (Vision Efficiency Rating [VERA], Spectrum Eyecare Software) and photoscreeners.

A joint policy statement titled ‘Instrument-Based Paediatric Vision Screening Policy Statement’ was issued by the American Academy of Paediatrics, the American Academy of Ophthalmology, the American Association for Paediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus and the American Association of Certified Orthoptists. In this joint policy statement, reference was made to the fact that instrument-based vision screenings are quick and child cooperation required is minimal, which can be beneficial in preverbal, preliterate or developmentally delayed children. In addition, the evolution of modern technology has led to the development of numerous mobile computing applications that demonstrate efficacy in screening visual skills. Demand and interest in the usage of modern technology (e.g. EyeSpy and Spectrum) is growing because the methods are easy to use and expedient.

**Conventional vision screening methods**

Conventional methods consist of measurement of distance and near VA, plus the lens test for hyperopia screening, cover test, NPC, stereoacuity measurements and combination tests.

Visual acuity measurements are the primary tests used to describe visual function. Different methods of evaluating VA in the paediatric population and their developmental processes are considered in this literature review. The optotypes used in VA evaluation are letters or numbers (Snellen chart, Sloan charts, HOTV or tumbling E chart) or symbols (e.g. LEA symbols).

**Snellen acuity charts**

Most vision screening programmes rely on the assessment of VA using the Snellen chart to evaluate or screen for visual impairments. The Snellen acuity test is a standardised test chart introduced in 1862 by the Dutch ophthalmologist Hermann Snellen. The chart is used in conventional testing of VA. The chart consists of a series of symbols (e.g. block letters, numbers and pictures) in gradually decreasing sizes corresponding to the distance at which that line of letters subtends 5 minutes of arc at the nodal point of the eye. However, the Snellen chart is a universally accepted test for VA testing. In addition, the difficulty in reading the Snellen chart is compounded by the ‘contour interaction’ or ‘visual crowding’ phenomenon, making legibility of the optotypes less clear when presented with other optotypes in close proximity.

Fundamental design flaws in the Snellen chart, including non-geometric progression of letter sizes, variable number of letters per line and lack of a standardised scoring system, are likely to cause gross overestimation and underestimation of changes in VA, as a result compromising the clinical sensitivity of the test. Nonetheless, the Snellen acuity charts
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are the preferred method for vision screening because they are less expensive and are suitable where time and resources are limited. However, the well-documented limitations of the Snellen chart have led to the development of alternative charts, as discussed next.

Sloan/Logarithmic Minimum Angle of Resolution charts

The Sloan chart was developed in 1951 in order to circumvent the problems encountered with the Snellen acuity charts. The Sloan chart has individual letters with different degrees of difficulty, and the overall shape of these letters provides clues to identify them; thus the psychic task of recognition enhances VA beyond the level of pure recognition. Each letter is assigned a difficulty score based on how often that letter is read correctly, considered as the VA threshold. The Sloan chart is therefore a VA chart recommended for the purposes of vision screening.

The Sloan chart using Logarithmic Minimum Angle of Resolution (LogMAR) grading has gained acceptance in clinical and research settings for its high accuracy in VA testing. The development of these charts incorporated the recommendation by the Committee on Vision of the National Academy of Sciences – National Research Council in 1980 for VA charts to use logarithmic scaling of the distance between letters on successive lines, with the same number of letters on each line of the chart. These charts were used for VA evaluation in the Early Treatment of Diabetes Retinopathy Study. The LogMAR charts maintain a consistent ratio between optotypes and spacings no matter what the angular subtense of the optotype is, unlike the Snellen charts with each individual letter assigned an individual score. LogMAR chart configurations are used with LEA symbols, HOTV or other letters, numbers, illiterate E’s and Landolt C’s, including in illuminated-panel formats, charts and flip books, and are now available for evaluating the VA of adults and children.

Computer LogMAR charts have recently emerged in the marketplace to assist in the acquisition of VA information in younger and older patients. The single presentations, with or without crowding, whole line or whole charts, are also now available. Although LogMAR charts are superior in their scientific principles, clinical accuracy and reproducibility, practical difficulties with incorporating them into clinical practice are encountered. These difficulties relate to the fact that most examination rooms are designed for Snellen charts at 6 metres, although this problem can be solved by a simple conversion factor. Furthermore, the LogMAR chart is not as commonly used as the Snellen acuity charts because of arguments that it is more time-consuming and less easy to understand. However, with experience the potential difficulty in its use could be easily overcome.

Stereotests

Tests investigating stereopsis are widely used to provide overall assessments of the presence of amblyopia and its associated conditions of strabismus and refractive error as well as binocularity. It may therefore be useful in screening batteries that include other tests to assess binocular vision status. The main types of stereotests used in the paediatric population fall in two categories, namely line and global targets. These include the Titmus Stereo Fly, random dot, Frisby and Lang stereotests. Fricke and Siderov, in their literature review, concluded that choosing an appropriate stereotest for a particular task is critically dependent on the perceptual age of the patient evaluated and the type of information the clinician wants to gather from the test. The Titmus Stereo Fly test uses line stereograms and requires the use of polarisers. This test requires a reasonable level of cognitive development, because the task of getting a child to locate a target in depth (e.g. the fly wings) can be challenging.

The test can be used on 3–5-year-olds, but its disadvantage is the presence of monocular cues. The random dot stereotest performed on schoolgoing children is the preferred optional test compared to the Lang and Frisby tests. However, the use of polarisers in this test may be cumbersome for young children and may be more difficult to use in preschoolers. However, its sensitivity to refractive blur is found to be slightly better than in the aforementioned two tests. In a study by Reinecke and Simons, the random dot stereograms were effective in screening for strabismus and amblyopia where a 250 seconds of arc disparity is used.

The effectiveness of the random dot stereotest as a screening instrument was demonstrated in a study conducted by Rosner. Ten children with binocular visual anomalies were evaluated using the stereotest. These children failed to correctly identify the position of the stereoscopic target of 168 sec arc disparity, and the same children failed a screening test using the modified clinical technique (MCT), therefore indicating that the findings of the random stereotest as a screening method are similar to the MCT screening battery in detecting poor VA, binocular anomalies and amblyopia. Consistent with these findings in another study investigating the accuracy of the random dot stereotest, a double masked investigation was conducted on 483 schoolchildren with a mean age of 7.23 years. Children were tested with both the random dot stereotest and MCT. Each technique’s validity was determined using the phi coefficient (Ø) and was compared with similar reports in the literature for MCT, Snellen acuity and vision screening kits. The effectivity of the random dot stereotest was reported as +0.52 more than all the other procedures except for the MCT. In the study, the sensitivity and specificity of the random dot E stereogram test were found to be 64% and 90%, respectively.

The Lang stereotest is considered to be the best test in a vision screening situation, because it does not require the use of polarisers and because it is easy to administer and sensitive to the detection of constant strabismus. However, it has not been shown to be sensitive to refractive blur and hence is not recommended as an isolated test in paediatric vision screening. This test has been found to be useful in children
from six months to four years. The Frisby stereotest, using global stereograms and not requiring the use of polarisers, was found to be successfully administered in children under the age of three years. However, it has also been shown not to be sensitive to refractive blur.\(^{30}\) The advantages of using stereotests as the screening tool include the test being fast, providing accurate results in general and that it can detect amblyopia, strabismus and refractive errors. Furthermore, the specificity and sensitivity, including positive predictive values, were found to have improved with the combination of VA assessments.\(^{39}\)

**Plus lens test**

The plus lens test was recommended 60 years ago by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, which reported that 7% of all schoolchildren tested with a positive lens (1.50 D or 1.75 D) were apparently found to have hyperopia.\(^{34}\) According to Johnson (1953), the report did not state how the scientific evidence of that claim was accomplished. Subsequent to that, various studies were conducted that found the percentage of children tested with plus lenses having hyperopia to be far less than those mentioned in the Massachusetts Department of Public Health report (Johnson 1953). Consistent with the findings of the studies included in Johnson’s (1953) report, a study by Shaffer\(^{35}\) on 127 children to evaluate several widely known vision screening methods such as the Snellen test for VA at 6 m, the Massachusetts Vision Test and the Keystone Telebinocular including the plus lens test.

The plus lens test was found to have a high number of false positive referrals compared to the findings of the ‘gold standard’ in a comprehensive diagnostic visual examination conducted subsequent to the vision screenings. Those who failed (\(n = 6\)) the +1.50 plus lens test used to screen for hyperopia were found to have low (normal) degrees of hyperopia. The limitation for generalisation of the findings of this study was the small number (\(n = 6\)) of participants with sufficient degrees of simple hyperopia who had 6/6 vision through +1.50 lenses. Nonetheless, the plus lens test is based on sound physiological principles and is found to be less prone to failing to detect a legitimate refractive error.\(^{36}\) There appears to be a lot of support for the inclusion of the plus lens test in most vision screening protocols. However, not much recent research has been conducted to test its validity among children of schoolgoing age.\(^{30}\)

Feldman et al.\(^{37}\) in their recent study compared the sensitivity and specificity of the plus lens test to that of the Spot Vision Screener (Welch-Allyn) in detecting high hyperopia > 3.50 D, and cycloplegic refraction was used as the ‘gold standard’. The study was conducted on children between the ages of 2 and 12 years, referred to their clinic for a comprehensive diagnostic visual examination. They found the plus lens test sensitivity for 3.50 D hyperopia to be 43.75%, and the specificity was 89.25%. These findings were compared to those of a Spot Vision Screener, which was found to have a sensitivity of 31.25% and specificity of 100.00%. In addition, the sensitivity was found to increase with high degrees of hyperopia, thus indicating that both methods demonstrated good specificity and overall moderate sensitivity in detecting hyperopia, with the plus lens test slightly more sensitive than the Spot Vision Screener.

The amount of plus-sphere appropriate for detecting hyperopia (especially latent hyperopia) in different age groups necessitates further research. The 4 D lens used in other studies is regarded as being very high.\(^{38}\) Hyperopia of less than 1.50 D may be considered normal in very young children. However, among older children, lesser degrees of hyperopia are significant for reading. Therefore positive lenses of lower strength such as 0.75 D or 1.00 D can be used in this test.\(^{39}\) The length of time an individual should wear the plus-sphere before VA is determined in this test is also very important, and this is another matter needing further research. However, the inclusion of the plus lens test in vision screening programmes to investigate the presence of hyperopia has proven to be appropriate, because the test is simple and quick and can be used in conventional and software vision screening protocols.

**Combination vision screening tests**

There is a variety of combination vision screening tests used for children of schoolgoing age. The combination tests consider the detection of a wide spectrum of visual anomalies such as reduced vision at far and near, vergence and accommodative dysfunctions including strabismus and refractive errors.

**The modified clinical technique**

The MCT was developed in a United States-based study conducted at Orinda Elementary School in California. Conducted in 1954, the Orinda Study pioneered inclusion of specific vision parameters for effective school vision screenings. A number of specific visual and ocular problems that should be prioritised for screening were identified by optometrists and ophthalmologists in this study. These included reduced VA, a range of refractive errors (hyperopia, myopia, astigmatism and anisometropia), binocular coordination disorders at distance and near (strabismus and significant heterophoria) and ocular pathology (see Table 1). The aim of the study was ‘to design the least expensive, least technical and most effective screening programme for essentially detecting all elementary school children with vision anomalies’.\(^{38}\) The MCT was the first vision screening protocol to be validated, and it is often considered to be the gold standard paediatric screening protocol, because it had the least number of under-reerrals. The clinical criteria defined for the MCT by the Orinda Study remain the foundation of vision screening programmes today and are presented in Table 1.

The screening methods included in the Orinda Study were parent questionnaires, teacher observation forms, nurse observation forms, VA measurements, retinoscopy, cover test, ophthalmoscopy and magnifier (investigating ocular
TABLE 1: Clinical procedures and referral criteria for the modified clinical techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing procedure</th>
<th>Characteristic measured</th>
<th>Referral criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snellen distance</td>
<td>Visual acuity</td>
<td>Visual acuity 20/40 or less, either eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retinoscopy with lens</td>
<td>Refractive error</td>
<td>1.50 D or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rack neutralisation</td>
<td>Hyperopia</td>
<td>-0.50 D or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myopia</td>
<td>±1 D or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Astigmatism</td>
<td>±1 D or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anisometropia</td>
<td>±1 D or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance cover test</td>
<td>Coordination at distance</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tropia</td>
<td>5 pd or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esophoria</td>
<td>5 pd or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exophoria</td>
<td>2 pd or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hyperphoria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearpoint cover test</td>
<td>Coordination at near</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tropia</td>
<td>6 pd or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esophoria</td>
<td>10 pd or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exophoria</td>
<td>2 pd or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hyperphoria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation and direct</td>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>Any verified pathology or medical anomaly of the eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opthalmoscopy</td>
<td></td>
<td>and/or adnexa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Blum et al. 1959 and Mozlin 2002. D, dioptre; pd, prism diopters.

pathology internally and externally). The mean referral rate of MCT was reported to be high at 11.5%, compared with 5.8% based on measurements of VA alone. Almost all children were classified with extremely high sensitivity (98%), specificity (99%) and predictive values (positive predictive value of 0.90 and negative predictive value of 0.99). Measurements of distance VA alone demonstrated poor sensitivity (27%) but relatively good specificity (99%).

The sensitivity of the MCT was markedly improved by including a test of the refractive error (such as retinoscopy) rather than depending only on the measurement of distance VA.

Concerns about the MCT’s gold standard status relate to the requirement of professionally trained eye-care practitioners (e.g. optometrists and/or ophthalmologists) as being the only personnel to administer the vision screening tests. This is because the use of retinoscopy and ophthalmoscopy in detecting visual anomalies were found to be difficult to be administered by non-trained vision screeners. This raised questions about the suitability of the Orinda MCT as a screening tool. Additional concerns raised were related to failure of the replication of remarkably high sensitivity and specificity reported by the Orinda Study and by subsequent studies that also used the battery of tests included in the screening protocol. In subsequent studies, positive predictive values were found to be lower (0.69 and 0.52). In explaining the reasons for the extremely high sensitivity and specificity of the MCT in the Orinda Study and problems with replication of the findings, absence of a definitive pass–fail criterion was suspected to be the cause. Further limitations identified on the suitability of MCT were related to the fact that it does not assess non-strabismic dysfunctions such as convergence insufficiency.

In considering the disadvantages inherent in the Orinda MCT, between 1980 and 1983 a modified form of the vision screening protocol, namely the Portsea MCT, was considered as an important public health initiative at Portsea in Victoria, Australia. Tests added to the Orinda MCT screening protocol included the evaluation of fusional vergence, accommodative facility, ocular motility, stereopsis and colour vision tests. These tests were added on the basis that they were more comprehensive in their measurement of visual parameters, presumably associated with reduced school performance. Although the number of tests was increased in the Portsea MCT, vision screening could be performed quickly, within 5–6 min, and the referral rates were 17.7% (classified as ‘unsatisfactory’) and 10.4% (classified as ‘borderline’), comparable to those of the Orinda MCT. However, the disadvantages of both the Portsea and Orinda MCT screening protocols appear to be similar, because both require professionally trained eye-care practitioners such as optometrists or ophthalmologists to administer them and present expediency problems because numerous tests are included in this screening method.

The New York State Optometric Association screening battery

The NYSOA screening battery was developed in 1985 with the aim to identify a wider range of visual problems in the paediatric population related to learning. The sensitivity and specificity of the NYSOA battery were 72% and 65%, respectively. Compared to the MCT, the NYSOA targeted reduced distance and near VA. It further targeted hyperopia greater than two dioptres, as well as non-strabismic dysfunctions including accommodative infacility, convergence insufficiency, reduced fusional reserves, colour vision defects, poor stereopsis, poor saccadic eye movements and poor visual motor integration. In addition, it included a selection of tests in the NYSOA battery, allowing administration by non-ophthalmological trained screeners, even though the test battery was designed to be used by optometrist-trained parent volunteers. The battery of tests included the use of the Keystone Telebinocular to evaluate convergence, fusion, stereopsis, saccadic eye movements, visual motor integration and colour vision (see Table 2). The overall referral rate of the NYSOA battery is reported to be high, at 53%, when compared to the 19% using the MCT in the Orinda Study. Table 2 sets out the clinical procedures and referral criteria of the NYSOA screening battery.

The NYSOA screening battery was reported to be more time-consuming than the MCT because of its additional tests. The Orinda MCT can be administered quickly, between 5 min and 6 min per child, compared with 15 min using the NYSOA battery. Rapidity is the essence of any screening programme. The amount of time required to conduct a screening is directly related to its perceived value. Therefore, a screening procedure that requires only 5 min is more likely to be perceived as valuable compared to the one requiring more time to administer. However, by including fewer tests, for example, by measuring only VA, there is the possibility that up to 40% of children with potentially important visual problems such as hyperopia, binocular disorders or ocular disease could be missed. However, increasing the number of
tests in a vision screening battery has time consequences. Since its initial validation in 1985, there have been relatively few studies using the NYSOA screening battery, because the battery of recommended tests is not widely used. Another drawback preventing the widespread use of the NYSOA battery of tests appears to be related to the inclusion of the Keystone Telebinocular for evaluating convergence and fusion. The disadvantage of using instruments for binocular function is their inability to evaluate performance over time, accommodation and ocular motilities including affordability.

Computerised vision screening programmes

A broad range of visual functions in children can be investigated using computerised screening programmes. This wide range includes the measurement of VA, refractive errors and visual efficiency skills. Visual Efficiency Rating (VERA) is an example of computer software created for school nurses to screen for visual problems that can interfere with reading and school performance.

The screening programme takes approximately 12–15 min for each child and was designed to maximise specificity. VERA was developed with a focus on a better functional screening protocol to detect a wider range of learning-related vision problems using tests that can be easily administered by school personnel not requiring professional supervision. The VERA visual skills test evaluates VAs at 3 m, visual motor integration, accommodation flexibility and phorias at distance and near.

The screening procedure using VERA is two-tiered: children are required to first pass VA and hyperopia screening tests, followed by a basic binocular vision screening consisting of suppression, stereopsis and alignment. Passing the first level of evaluation is followed by the administering of a visual skills battery, including tests of vergence facility, accommodative facility and saccadic tracking scored in combination. Scores for each test are compared to an age-normed database of 1800 children. The results are displayed as percentile scores for each test and cumulative percentile scores with categories of pass, fail and borderline.

In investigating the validity of the VERA protocol, 154 children in Grades 3–6 from six different elementary schools were evaluated. Results of VERA visual skills screening were compared to clinical optometric testing including step vergences at near, accommodative amplitude and facility, vergence facility, NPC and the Developmental Eye Movement Test. In addition to vision testing, the children were administered the Convergence Insufficiency Symptom Survey (Convergence Insufficiency Treatment Trial Investigator group 2008) and the Word Recognition and Fluency subtests from the Woodcock–Johnson III Tests of Achievement. Each child’s teacher filled out the VERA classroom behaviour survey. The sensitivity of VERA in detecting visual skills problems was found to be relatively low at 45% (i.e. it failed to detect 55% of children who had visual problems), while the specificity was 83%, less compared to the MCT and the NYSOA screening protocols.

The sensitivity of the VERA screening results increased to 64% and specificity to 100% when done in conjunction with the classroom behaviour survey, particularly in children showing unexplained reduced academic performance. However, the study conducted by Hatch showed VERA to have 75% sensitivity and 93% specificity in detecting a range of visual anomalies including VA, refractive errors and visual skills problems, compared to eye examination results in 36 subjects. Nevertheless, the sensitivity and specificity of VERA improved when combined with a symptom survey (Convergence Insufficiency Symptom Survey), reading level and classroom behaviour survey (completed by a teacher). It was therefore concluded that VERA is more accurate as a screening tool when specifically targeting underachieving children, as determined by the classroom behaviour survey and a test of the child’s reading level.

VERA screening protocol is regarded as one of the efficient tools to identify learning-related visual problems among schoolchildren. This is remarkable, given the estimated prevalence of undetected visual skills problems of 15% – 20% in the school-age population. The validity of using VERA has led to the identification of children with learning problems caused by visual anomalies. Although VERA is reported to have low specificity and was found not to be expedient, its administration was found to be easy. The validity of the other computer software programs such as Spectrum, iPads and tablets still has to be determined through research.

<p>| TABLE 2: Clinical procedures and referral criteria for the New York State Optometric Association screening battery. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing procedures</th>
<th>Characteristic measured</th>
<th>Criteria of referral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snellen acuity at 6 m</td>
<td>• myopia</td>
<td>20/40 or worse in either eye or more than two-line difference between the eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Snellen chart – 33 cm</td>
<td>• high hyperopia</td>
<td>20/40 or worse in either eye or more than two-line difference between the eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50 sphere VA test – at 6 m</td>
<td>• mild hyperopia</td>
<td>Less than two-line blur of the best distance acuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£2.00 flippers – 33 cm</td>
<td>• accommodative facility</td>
<td>Fewer than three cycles in 30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell push</td>
<td>• convergence ability</td>
<td>Not greater than 10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystone skills</td>
<td>• vertical imbalance</td>
<td>Line through any figure other than ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titmus stereotests</td>
<td>• stereopsis perception</td>
<td>Seven or fewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYSOA K-D</td>
<td>• eye track skills</td>
<td>Greater than 1 standard deviation above age norms in the NYSOA manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winterhaven copy forms</td>
<td>• eye–hand coordination, visual motor coordination</td>
<td>Less than age norms in the NYSOA manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystone colour card</td>
<td>• colour deficiency</td>
<td>Failure to read numbers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Cohen AH, Lieberman S, Stolsberg M, Ritty JM. The NYSOA vision screening battery – A total approach. J Am Optom Assoc. 2083;54(11):979–984. The NYSOA, New York State Optometric Association; K-D, King-Devick Saccadic Eye movement test; VA, visual acuity; cm, centimetre; m, metre.
**Instrument screeners**

**Auto-refractors**

Instrument-based screening determines the refractive error of the eye without the need for subjective responses by the patient. The use of auto-refractors was found to be beneficial in children aged between 3 and 5 years. The refractive error is determined objectively by monitoring the retinal image of the eye, measuring the vergence of ray bundles emerging from the eye or via the wavefront analysis. The principles of retinoscopy are used by instruments measuring the vergence of light. Measurement of refractive error using these instruments typically takes less than a second and can be performed by lay personnel. Various types of auto-refractors have been developed since they were first introduced in the 1970s. The auto-refractors come in different types, in the form of table-tops or handheld. The table-top auto-refractors are beneficial in 3-year-olds and older children when fixation and accommodation are more easily controlled. The advantage of using handheld auto-refractors is that alignment is easier because they do not have a chin rest and are easily portable. These are important features, especially for younger children with special needs. Commercially available handheld auto-refractors are the Retinomax, SureSight and Palm AR.53

The Retinomax autorefractor was the first available and was widely used in paediatric studies. Retinomax has also been used in younger children and its reliability and ease of use were found to be high, with more than 99% of children found to complete the procedure. The sensitivity and specificity were reported in recent studies to be 63% – 78% and 90%, respectively. Measurements with Retinomax show excellent discrimination for hyperopia and acceptable discrimination for cylinder.53 The SureSight auto-refractor uses wavefront technology to measure the refractive error. Its accuracy to determine spherical refractive error differs in the literature, with studies finding overestimation of hyperopia or myopia.55 The sensitivity and specificity using the SureSight auto-refractor were reported to be 85% and 62%, respectively. Both the SureSight and Retinomax were found to be the same in the Vision in Preschoolers Study conducted in a large high-risk Head Start population. Another new handheld autorefractor is the Marco Palm AR. Its testability was found to be greater than 99%. It is lightweight and small compared to all the other auto-refractors. Its specificity and sensitivity are reported at 90% and 74%, respectively.56

The reliability of using non-cycloplegic auto-refraction compared to non-cycloplegic retinoscopy has been questioned over the years. Non-cycloplegic auto-refraction was found to have low sensitivity and high false positives and negatives.57 In addition, the disadvantage of using the autorefractor as a screening tool is that it determines only the refractive status and not the other visual anomalies such as poor ocular motilities, convergence and accommodation dysfunction that can impact negatively on the learning capacity of children. Auto-refractors cannot always be used for massive national vision screening programmes because of their high costs. However, they are easy to use in paediatric populations.

**Stereoscopic vision screeners**

There are numerous types of commercially available stereoscopes for vision screening using a set of cards, including the Keystone Telebinocular, Titmus and Optec instruments. These instruments screen for the presence of reduced acuity, stereopsis defects, colour vision defects and lateral phoria imbalance at near and distance. Stereoscopes such as the Visiotest, Optec and Ergovision are recommended vision screeners regarded as fast with low maintenance costs; they are used in most European countries such as France and England.50

In their study, Horberry et al.59 found the Titmus 2, Keystone VS-II and Optec 2500 results for vision screening to be close to those found in the gold standard visual examinations performed by optometrists. The use of stereoscopes as a vision screening method for children of schoolgoing age is still a subject of debate. Consequently, instruments appear to have few advantages over the Snellen acuity chart because they provide constant illumination, constant object distance and additional visual tests (lateral phorias, stereopsis and colour vision) besides distance VA. However, they have their disadvantages including higher costs, a high number of false referrals, moderate amount of training time and failure to detect eye health disorders.60 Notably, stereoscopes are included as additional tests in the vision screening protocols of Kansas and Tennessee for special populations requiring non-verbal responses but not for children 5 years and younger.50,62

Conversely, vision screening policies, programmes and protocols in other countries, and stereoscope machines (such as Titmus Vision Tester, Stereo Optical’s Optec and Keystone’s Telebinocular) are cited as having increased the incidence of false positive results, and thus the use of these machines is not recommended for school vision screenings. However, if a stereoscope machine is utilised, it is recommended that students not meeting the pass criteria should be rescreened using a wall chart.63

**Conclusion**

Evidence revealed three methods of vision screenings (i.e. conventional, instruments and computer software) among children of schoolgoing age, which are subjective, objective or both. The objective methods such as the instruments and computer software used to detect visual anomalies among children younger than six years appear to be relatively expensive. However, some instruments such as the auto-refractors and photoscreeners have been found to be efficient in objectively determining the refractive status only. Meanwhile, other instruments such as the Titmus, Optec or Keystone Telebinocular were found to be subjective tests...
with the advantage of investigating other visual anomalies besides amblyopia, such as binocular vision anomalies. These instruments, in addition to being expensive, were found to have low sensitivity and specificity because of induced phorias caused by the artificially simulated infinity and near working distance using prisms and lenses (see Table 3). Nonetheless, the conventional method with the combination tests were found to be expedient, inexpensive and to have high sensitivity and specificity, but they required professionally trained vision screening personnel. Other combination tests such as the MCT and NYSOA were not always expedient because of the numerous tests included in the protocols, and they further required professionally trained vision screeners such as ophthalmologists, optometrists or optical dispensers.

Despite the large number of screening tests available, not much appears to be known about the effectiveness of these tests, especially those that are computer-based. In order for tests included in vision screening programmes to be effective, they must identify both a high proportion of children with the target condition (high sensitivity) and without specific visual disorders (high specificity). The screening tests were largely found to show an increase of sensitivity with age, while specificity remained unchanged. However, it is important to note that the specificity and sensitivity of different vision screening methods cannot be directly compared, because of the differences in age, ethnicity, screening personnel and socio-economic characteristics of the samples between the studies.
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TABLE 3: Vision screening techniques: A summary of the advantages and disadvantages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision screening tests</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snellen charts – Snellen 1968</td>
<td>fast, inexpensive, operated by laymen</td>
<td>poor reproducibility and reliability, non-geometric progression of letter sizes, progressively harder from 6/6 to 6/60, crowding phenomenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogMar – Bailey and Lovie 1976</td>
<td>consistent ratio between optotypes and spacings, LEA symbols, HOTV, letters, numbers, illiterate E’s, and Landolt C’s, scientifically accurate and reproducible</td>
<td>not used clinically, difficult to understand, laymen need to be trained to use it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random dot stereotest</td>
<td>easy to use, fast, evaluates optical, motor or neural components</td>
<td>not sensitive to refractive blur, dependent on the perceptual age of the child, not easily understood by children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Clinical Technique – Blum et al.</td>
<td>evaluates VA, refractive errors, strabismus and significant heterophoria and ocular pathology, fast</td>
<td>requires an eye professional to administer, no replication of findings, poor positive predictive value, absence of a definitive pass–fail criterion, non-strabismic binocular dysfunctions not identified, expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Optometric Association screening battery</td>
<td>more tests included to evaluate the visual status, hyperopia ≥ 2.00 D, accommodation facility, nearpoint of convergence, fusional reserves, colour vision, stereopsis, saccadic eye movements, visual motor integration, high referral rate, 53%</td>
<td>inclusion of instruments, for example, Telebinocular, time-consuming, not widely used, expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer software Visual Efficiency Rating EyeSpy 20/20</td>
<td>detects learning-related visual anomalies, visual efficiency skills evaluated, easy to administer, fast, targets academically under-performing children</td>
<td>expensive, low sensitivity and specificity, requires classroom behaviour survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Eyecare software</td>
<td>excellent discrimination for hyperopia and astigmatism</td>
<td>detects only the refractive status, does not detect VES deficiencies, expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-refractors†</td>
<td>fast, easy</td>
<td>detects only the refractive status, does not detect VES deficiencies, expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retinomax†</td>
<td>uses wavefront technology</td>
<td>overestimation of hyperopia and myopia, does not detect VES deficiencies, expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suresight†</td>
<td>handheld and lightweight, testability &gt; 99%</td>
<td>expensive, investigates only the refractive errors, does not detect VES deficiencies, expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marco Palm AR†</td>
<td>evaluates functional skills such as lateral phorias, easy to use, lay personnel can be trained to use it</td>
<td>expensive, performance of sustained accommodation or ocular motilities are not evaluated, induces esophoria at near</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystone Telebinocular†</td>
<td>evaluates all the learning-related visual skills, easy to use, lay personnel can be trained to use it</td>
<td>very expensive, few studies related to its sensitivity and specificity, performance for sustained accommodation or ocular motilities are not evaluated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VES, visual efficiency skills; VA, visual acuity.
†, instruments.
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